BNL Quality Management Office (QMO)
Division QA Rep. - Henry Hocker
Building Manager – John Cintorino
ES&H Coordinator - Marteenio Samms
Training Coordinator - Nina Rivera
Records Management - Christine Meyer
ECR - Francis Craner

Superconducting Magnet Division
Peter Wanderer
Division Head
Administrative Support
Nina Rivera, Ron Prwivo

Mechanical Engineering
Mike Anerella

Technical Support
R. Ceruti
D. Carleton
M. Hartsough
G. Jochen
T. Levine
D. Milidantri
T. Van Winckel

Project Engineering
J. Cozzolino
A. Marone
S. Plate
J. Schmaizle

LTS Magnet R&D
B. Parker
New Hire

Software Engineering
R. Felter

Magnet Test & Measurement
J. Muratore
H. Song
J. Cintorino

Design Engineering
P. Kovach
H. Hocker

Project Engineering
J. Escallier

Technical Support
S. Dimaiuta

Magnet Field Measurement Devices
D. Sullivan

Cryogenic Operation
W. McKeon
New Hire

Electrical Systems
Piyush Joshi

HTS Magnet R&D
Ramesh Gupta

W. Sampson (P/T)
S. Joshi

****NSLS II Staff, MOU With SMD

Peter Wanderer - Division Head
July 12, 2018